Chinese Club and Confucius Institute participates in the International Festival of UTSA

On November 17, 2015, The Chinese Club at the University of Texas at San Antonio (UTSA), led by two faculty advisors, Ms. Xiaonan Wang and Ying Li, and assisted by the Confucius Institute at UTSA, participated in the International Festival on the main campus of UTSA.

At the Chinese culture booth, the beautiful decorations, such as Chinese knot, paper fan and Great Wall poster, attracted many students and faculty to learn and appreciate Chinese culture. The Chinese Club took the opportunity to recruit many more members at the event as well. The audience enjoyed very much the interesting and challenging interactive games such as "play Diablo", "Chinese paper-cut", "animal rings", "culture wheel", and "try on clothes". The Chinese Club prepared these games for both UTSA students and faculty to have rich and happy experience in Chinese culture. "Which animal is China's nation treasure?" "Panda!" A girl answered the question correctly and without any hesitation, and won a beautiful Chinese knot as an award.

In fashion show, teachers of the Confucius Institute and students of Chinese Club dressed in traditional costumes as final show on the stage were the climax of the International Festival. Many students required to take a photo and showed a strong interest in Chinese traditional costumes.
The event lasted from 4:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. While the festival was coming to an end, many excited participants still gathered in the exhibition area of the Chinese Club. Wish that the flowers of Chinese culture bloom in the campus of UTSA!